
Action Bay Rules  
  

1. These Action Bay rules are specific to The Fusilier Complex Action Bay and do not replace any of The 

Fusilier Complex General Range Rules. 

2. Eye and Ear protection required at all times for anyone shooting or observing. NO EXCEPTIONS.  

3. Only qualified TFC members allowed in action bay.  NO GUESTS 

4. Qualified members will have completed an additional safety qualification session separate from the 

normal TFC New Member Safety Orientation. Members must have their Action Bay Certification Card in 

their possession while using the action bay. 

5. The Action Bay is not first come first serve.  Reservations are required through the website via the 

reservation calendar. 

6. The Action Bay is a one shooter at a time range.  Only one shooter is allowed in the bay at a time unless 

there is explicit exception given.  Explicit exception may include member qualification session, private 

instruction, CHP qualification, or specific cases approved by executive board. 

7. The action bay is designed to allow the individual shooter to maneuver throughout the bay provided they 

remain in the designated shooting area, shoot only towards designated impact berms, and are the only 

shooter in the bay.   

a During approved training classes, with above mentioned exceptions in use, the shooter(s) must 

remain at designated firing line and may not maneuver throughout the bay. 

8. Pistol caliber cartridges only in the action bay 

a Pistol Calibers may include: 22LR, 9mm, 38 Super Comp, .380, .40, .45, and 10mm.  

b Pistol Caliber Carbines (PCC) permitted.   

9. Shooter must not allow the muzzle of the gun to exceed 90 degrees from the back berm at any time. 

Muzzle may not be pointed up range. Muzzle may not be pointed rearward. 

10. Firearms can only be loaded/unloaded on the firing line, facing downrange towards a shooting berm. 

11. Before going downrange all handguns must be holstered and all PCCs must be unloaded and racked or 

bagged. 

12. No climbing or standing on objects while shooting. 

13. The TFC Action Bay is designated as a bring your own target style range.  TFC will not provide targets, 

target boards, target stands, or other similar devices. 

14. Targets may only be setup in front of dirt impact berms. Do not shoot into the shredded rubber barrier. 

The shredded rubber barrier between the action bay and pistol only line is NOT designed as an impact 

berm.  Member may be held responsible for any damages to shredded rubber barrier and/or to the pistol 

only line if the shredded tire barrier is used incorrectly. 

15. All target holders, target stands, or other similar devices should be held in place either free standing or 

with weights.  The use of spikes, anchors, or other devices designed to be driven into the ground are not 

permitted. 

16. Only paper, corrugated plastic/paper target board are allowed. 

17. Steel Targets are permitted 

a Targets must be of AR500 steel or harder.  No cold steel permitted. 

b Minimum distance of 26 feet between shooter and steel target. 

c Targets should be facing the shooting box/area to minimize skips and ricochets and provide a 

uniform target surface and appearance. 

d Height of targets should be 4-5 feet when measured to the top of the target.  Falling steel and TX 

stars must be placed to the rear of the bay close to the rear of the berm. 

e Targets must be setup so that misses will NOT impact the shredded rubber safety barrier. 



f Pistol calibers and .22LR only.  No .17’s, hypervelocity or magnums permitted. 

g Additional use of USSCA and/or USPSA rules and procedures strongly recommended. 

18. All targets must be removed upon completion of member’s shooting session. 

a TFC is not responsible for any damage to targets, target boards, target stands, or other similar 

devices which might be left behind 

b Any target, target boards, target stands or other similar devices left behind may be removed by 

TFC Executive Board or RSO and be disposed. 

19. ALL fired brass must be picked up and disposed or leave with the shooter. 

20. The Action Bay is a one shooter at a time range.  Only one shooter is allowed in the bay at a time unless 

there is explicit exception given.  Explicit exception may include member qualification session, private 

instruction, CHP qualification, or specific cases approved by executive board. 

21. The action bay is designed to allow the individual shooter to maneuver throughout the bay provided they 

remain in the designated shooting area, shoot only towards designated impact berms, and are the only 

shooter in the bay.   

a During approved training classes, with above mentioned exceptions in use, the shooter(s) must 

remain at designated firing line and may not maneuver throughout the bay. 

 


